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St George Mining announced (19 November 2010) the commencement of a 3,600
metre RC drill program at the Company’s flagship project, East Laverton, on the
back of a successful A$4.0 million raising and admission to the official list of ASX
on 16 November 2010. Results are due shortly.



The East Laverton Project covers 20 licences over 1,445 square kilometres and is
situated along the Minigwal and Stella Range Faults which are cross-cut by a NESW tensional fault system, informally known as the “Tropicana Trend”. This
structural setting is known to host significant gold mineralisation in the district such
as Gold Road Resources Limited-Yamarna Project; International Goldfields
Limited, Plumridge Project; Tropicana Joint Venture (5Moz gold resources),
AngloGold Ashanti Limited and Independence Group.



The initial drill program will test gold anomalism at the Desert Knight, Desert King
and Desert Dragon (gold) Prospects where previous drill testing, mobile metal ion
(“MMI”) and geochemical sampling returned strongly anomalous gold values over a
5km x 3km area. MMI samples measure metallic ions in the subsurface soil which
are commonly found in close spatial association with mineralised zones.



The tenement is also prospective for Nickel (Zeus Nickel Project - 60km of high
MgO Komatiites) and copper (Empire Copper Project) where previous exploration
has returned also highly anomalous results. In particular numerous anomalous
nickel values were returned in the course of previous exploration for gold leaving
the majority of the prospective nickel targets untested.



The Company’s also has an option to acquire 80% of three exploration licences
covering around 1,086 square kilometres on the western section of the Pine Creek
Orogen in the Northern Territory (“the Pine Creek Property”), an underexplored
area of the Pine Creek Orogen which recent exploration in the district has
increased its prospectivity for gold, uranium and rare earths.



Two prospects of merit occur on the Pine Creek Property. The first is an advanced
gold exploration project known as the Blue Thunder Gold Project which was
previously drill tested by Homestake Gold of Australia Limited and returned gold
values up to 8.68 g/t.



The White Strike Uranium Project is the second prospect of interest and comprises
a radiometric anomaly in an area that appears to have optimal physical and
chemical conditions for localising this style of uranium mineralisation. Recent
success in the region such as Thundelarra’s Hayes Creek Project (with TPCR 019
1m @ 20.3% U3O8, and TPCRD069 7.85m @ 5,901 ppm U3O8) highlight the
potential upside of the project area.



The team is chaired by lawyer and ex Dresdner Bank CEO John Prineas with
exploration manager Tim Hronsky (20 years international experience including 15
years with Placer Dome) heading up the technical team.
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Outlook


RM Research is encouraged by the quality of the management and by the large
strategic land holding in a district that is known to host world class mineral
deposits.



Significantly the majority of the tenement is only lightly covered with shallow drilling
and we are optimistic that more intensive exploration coverage will yield positive
results. Interestingly there are several +2,000ppm Nickel hits at Zeus which were
previously returned during successive drill programs targeting gold. The large
strike length (60km) of komatiitic flows gives us cause for optimism.



Watch for further updates on the back of the current drill program. Speculative Buy.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
St George Mining Limited (“St
George” or “the Company”) listed on
Australian Securities Exchange (“ASX”)
on 16/11/ 2010, raising A$4.0 million to
explore a diversified portfolio of
exploration tenements. This includes
first the East Laverton Property (St
George; 100%) situated on the margin
of the Yilgarn Craton prospective for
gold and nickel. The project includes the
Crusader Gold Project, Zeus Nickel
Project and Empire Copper Project as
well as having the potential rare earths.

St George Mining listed on 16
November 2010 raising A$4.0
million...the issue was
oversubscribed

FIGURE 1: St George Mining
Limited tenement portfolio
(source: St George Mining
Limited Presentation, November
2010).

The second package includes the Pine
Creek Property (St George: 80%),
which is prospective for gold and
uranium. This project hosts the Blue
Thunder Gold Project and the White
Strike Uranium Project.

EXPLORATION SUMMARY	
  
East Laverton Property

FIGURE 2: Crusader Gold
Project and Zeus Nickel Project
location (source: St George
Mining Limited Presentation,
November 2010).

Several exciting gold discoveries
have been made in the vicinity of
the East Laverton properties

East Laverton Property is
situated on structures known to
host gold mineralisation in the
district

The East Laverton Property comprises 17 granted tenements and 3 applications covering
a total area of 1,445.30 sq km on the eastern margin of the Yilgarn Craton. Prospects
include the Crusader Gold Project, the Zeus Nickel Project and the Empire Copper Project
with around 500 square kilometres of the package acquired from ASX listed A1 Minerals
Limited and the balance subsequently acquired by the Company.
The tenements are prospective for gold and nickel with recent exploration success in the
district (Gold Road Resources Limited -Yamarna Project; International Goldfields Limited,
Plumridge Project; Tropicana joint venture-5Moz, AngloGold Ashanti and Independence
Group) highlighting the potential of the province. The project is situated along the Minigwal
and Stella Range Faults which are cross-cut by a NE-SW tensional fault system, informally
known as the “Tropicana Trend”.
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FIGURE 3: Crusader Gold
and Zeus Nickel Project and
their proximity to other
significant mineral deposits
(source: St George Mining
Limited, Prospectus,
November 2010).

This structural setting is known to host significant gold mineralisation in the district (Figure 3).
The Zeus Nickel Project is interpreted to occur on the southern extension of the Duketon
komatiite belt, a known host for nickel sulphide deposits. This project has an apparent strike of
approximately 60 km with previous exploration having only targeted gold mineralisation but
returned several anomalous nickel values.

Crusader Project
The project (Figure 4) includes previous
shallow drilling on prospects such as
Desert King, Crown, Desert Knight,
Regent, Jubilee, Victoria, Windsor and
Grand Cross (Table 1). The remoteness
together with shallow Paleozoic and
Cainozoic
covered
has
hampered
previous exploration.

FIGURE 4: Crusader Gold
Project and structural
interpretations (source: St
George Mining Limited,
Prospectus, November
2010).

Gold Mineralisation and Structure
Gold mineralisation appears to be
focussed in dilational jogs associated with
north-north westerly striking shear zones,
providing a useful exploration target.
Two styles of gold mineralisation have
been identified at Crusader and include
greenstone-‐hosted (brittle-ductile) gold
deposits and silica-‐poor deposits similar
to those found at the Tropicana Deposit
which
are
hosted
in
ductile,
higher-‐metamorphic rocks. Both styles
are heavily influenced by structures.
Important structural features such as the NNW-NW striking Minigwal and Stella Range faults
which are cross-cut by NE-SW oriented faults have been interpreted from airbourne magnetic
and are the focus of the current drill program.
Regional Discoveries
To the west there have been a number of large gold deposits discovered over recent years
highlighting the world class potential of the area. These include Granny Smith (20km west
Laverton; Barrick Gold, 4Moz produced); Sunrise Dam (55km south of Laverton, AngloGold,
3.8Moz gold production, and the Tropicana Gold Deposit (Anglo Gold Ashanti/Independence
Group, 5.0m ounces of Inferred and Indicated Resources).
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Previous Exploration
	
  

Exploration for gold, nickel and copper has taken place in an intermittent fashion since the
1980’s by explorers such as Dominion, Western Mining Corporation, and Plutonic. Despite
this length of time only A$3.4 million has been spent on the tenement areas. Significantly
nickel was not targeted and anomalous results returned were a by-product from gold
exploration.
More recently A1 Minerals Ltd undertook a 200m x 400m soil sampling programme in the
north west of the Project area in 2005. This survey confirmed the existence of gold
mineralisation at the Desert King and Crown prospects together with the identification of a
new prospect known as the Windsor Prospect on an interpreted NE-SW cross-structure.
Current Exploration
A 3,600 metre RC drill program was recently announced (18 November 2010) to follow up
additional MMI and geochemical anomalism over a 5km x 3km area over the Desert King,
Desert Knight and Desert Dragon prospects with results due shortly. The shallow cover
that occurs over much of the tenement areas is also likely to be the focus of more intensive
MMI sampling which has the ability to identify otherwise “blind” anomalies.
The following (Table 1) provides a brief overview of key prospects at the East Laverton
Project.
PROSPECT

COMMODITY

EXPLORATION

COMMENT

DESERT KING

Gold

1)RAB, Aircore
2)73 aircore holes in 1997
3) Currently Subject of RC
drilling

1) Cover over basement averages 35m
2) Drill defined 0.50g/t gold anomalism
over 100m x 850m
3) Numerous bottom of hole anomalies
suggest drilling was too shallow
and likely only penetrated supergene
zone

DESERT KNIGHT

Gold

1) Prospect identified from
Magnetics + 2005
2) 200m x 400m Soil
sampling program in 2005
defined 2,000m x 700m
6ppb Au anomaly
3) Limited widespaced
Aircore with results up to
0.32 ppm Au
4) Recent drilling has
extended anomaly further
west

1) Situated at intersection of NW-‐SE
structure (Stella Range Fault) and a late
cross cutting WSW-‐ENE structure
2) Very good structural setting for gold
mineralisation
3) Previous drilling broadspaced and too
shallow

CROWN

Gold

1) Coincident soil and
magnetic anomaly
2) WMC undertook limited
drilling (14 holes)
defining 0.10 g/t gold
anomaly

1) High levels of biotite indicate strong
alteration - +ve sign for gold
mineralisation
2) Better results include 1 m @ 1.19
ppm Au (JSPC-519) & 4 m @ 0.48 ppm
Au (JSPC-617).
3) Further drilling required to test lateral
continuations and layered repetitions

WINDSOR

Gold

1) Gold anomaly defined
from Soil Sampling
2) Aircore drilling is
planned to follow up this
anomaly

1) Anomaly remains to be drill tested

REGENT, JUBILEE,
VICTORIA &
GRAND CROSS

Gold

1) 250m spaced RC
returned gold assays up
to 3.49 g/t Au

1) Structural target with 15km of gold
anomalism
2) Closely associated with north
trending Minigwal Fault

RED DRAGON

Gold

1) First explored by BHP
in 1980's for IOCGU
Olympic Dam style
mineralisation.
Conducted ground
magnetics/gravity surveys
and one diamond drill
hole

1) Conceptual Target

TABLE 1: Crusader Gold
Project – Key Prospects.
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Zeus Nickel Project

The majority of prospective
ultramafic targets remain
untested

	
  
Potential for St George to open
up a new Nickel province

The Zeus Nickel Project (Figure 5) lies within a potentially new nickel-sulphide province. The
Project has approximately 60 km of strike length of a rare high MgO komatiitic (Dunite
ultramafic) horizon. The Zeus Nickel Project is considered to be the southern extension of the
Duketon komatiite belt where several new nickel-sulphide discoveries have been made. Key
prospects include Apollo (peak values of 3,000 ppm Ni, High MgO Komatiite environment),
Adonis, Aphrodite and Athena.
Previous mineral exploration activity in the area targeted gold and the anomalous nickel
intersections where identified through reconnaissance exploration drilling thereby leaving the
most prospective ultramafic targets untested. Recent results (6/12/2010) from Rosie
(Independence Group 70%: South Boulder Mines 30%) in the Duketon Belt including
TBDD098 with 5.20m @ 9.13% Nickel, 1.09% Cu and 7.09g/t PGE’s has highlighted the
potential of the belt.
Fortunately the analysis of copper and gold in this phase of exploration has provided an
invaluable database for the Company and presents an outstanding opportunity for St George
Mining to open up a new nickel province. A number of +3,000ppm Nickel horizons have been
identified for follow up and may represent potentially economic channel horizons.

FIGURE 5: Zeus Nickel Project
(source: St George Mining
Limited, Prospectus, November
2010)

	
  
Empire Copper Project

	
  

Anomalous copper has also been identified and may be associated with VMS (Volcanic
Massive Sulphide) base metal mineralisation to be located within the East Laverton Property.
At the Commander Project previous drilling has returned up to 7,000 ppm Cu from 57-58m
downhole at JSPC 475 and is coincident with a cross-rift structure and low magnetic
response. This geological setting is consistent with other known VMS style deposits.

	
  

Pine Creek Property
The Pine Creek field hosts
world class deposits such as
Cosmo Howley (2 Moz gold)

The Pine Creek Property is situated 130 km SE of Darwin, Northern Territory, on the western
section of the central domain of the Proterozoic Pine Creek Orogen (PCO), a major gold and
uranium province in the Northern Territory.
Cumulative mineral resources in the district total approximately 11 Moz Au with the most
significant deposit in the region being Cosmo Howley (2.0 Moz gold) hosted in the Koolpin
Formation on the eastern limb of the regional anticline (Pine Creek Shear), 50km to the northwest of the Pine Creek Property.
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Gold mineralisation is associated with greenschist facies, brittle-ductile deformed linear belts.
The most significant mineralisation is hosted in the Koolpin formation in the western portion of
the Central Domain.

FIGURE 6: Pine Creek
Property (source: St George
Mining Limited, Prospectus,
November 2010)

	
  
Previous diamond drilling at the Blue
Thunder Gold Project (Figure 7) by
Homestake Gold of Australia Limited in
the 1990’s identified stratabound gold
mineralisation hosted in the Koolpin
Formation along the Fenton Shear – the
same host as Cosmo Howley. Better
results included FEND 18 with 20m @
1.74 g/t gold from 423 to 443m
downhole including 1m @ 8.68 g/t gold.

FIGURE 7: Blue Thunder Gold
Project overlying magnetics at
the Pine Creek Property
(source: St George Mining
Limited, Prospectus, November
2010).

This anomalism is broadly coincident
with a 3km long magnetic anomaly
(overlying a gravity low). Given that no
major exploration programs have been
undertaken since Homestake in the
early 1990’s, RM Research is of the
view that the property is significantly
underexplored.

Previous exploration has
returned anomalous results
from the Koolpin formation...

...this formation also hosts
Cosmo Howley

The Thunderbolt Prospect is a large gold system that is coincident with a magnetic high that
was identified following a regional diamond drilling programme by Homestake that included
discovery hole FEND 18. The Company intends to carry out additional diamond drilling
together with the evaluation of several existing targets.

	
  

White Strike Uranium Project
Unconformity related uranium mineralisation is also a primary target on the Pine Creek
Property with recent discoveries in the district such as Thundelarra Exploration Limited (Hayes
Creek Project that recently returned numerous high grade intercepts including Holes TPCR
019 1m @ 20.3% U3O8, and TPCRD069 – 7.85 metres at 5,901 ppm U3O8) and Territory
Uranium Company Ltd (Quantum Project which recently reported TDD9, with 2.3 metres @
2.75% TREO from 374 metres) highlighting the regional potential. Controlling structures on
gold mineralisation also appear to be influencing uranium mineralisation with past exploration
focussing almost entirely on gold.
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FIGURE 8: White Strike
Uranium Prospect (source: St
George Mining Limited,
Prospectus, November 2010)

Uranium anomaly may
represent leakage from a
hidden uranium anomaly..

Recent ASX announcements
by Territory Uranium and
Korab Resources highlight the
prospectivity of the district

A uranium radiometric anomaly has been identified (White Strike Prospect) and is located in
the western Rum Jungle field with past production of 8,600 t of U3O8, from both copper-rich
and copper poor varieties, since the 1950s.
The Rum Jungle uranium mine was among the earliest mines in Australia and produced 3,530
t of U3O8 from 1950 to 1971; it is among the largest known deposits in the area. This anomaly
may represent leakage from a hidden unconformity related uranium deposit.
The Pine Creek Property is also in proximity to recent rare earths discoveries as evidence by
recent announcements by Territory Uranium Limited (ASX Announcement 26/10/2010) and
Korab Resources Limited (ASX Announcement 15/10/2010). The Quantum Prospect of
Territory Uranium is within 5 km of St George’s ground, and reported drill intersections include
TDD8 with 33m @ 1.76% TREE from 246m including a high grade zone of 6m @ 6.55%
TREE. St George is likely to assess this highly prospective tenement for rare earths in the
near term.
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DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT
John Prineas, B.Ec. L.L.B, FFIN.
John has a diverse range of
experience in finance and
mining together with 25 years
in banking and law

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

John has over 25 years experience in the banking and legal sectors, including a period as
the head of a financial institution in Australia. He commenced his career as a lawyer at
Allen, Allen & Hemsley, gaining extensive experience in commercial transactions and
corporate advice in both Australia and Asia-Pacific.
In 1994, he joined Dresdner Bank AG in Sydney and over the next 10 years occupied the
roles of General Counsel, Chief Operating Officer and Country Head with a focus on project
and acquisition finance for resources and infrastructure projects as well as associated
capital markets and treasury products, including commodities trading. John has a diverse
range of high level experience in finance, mining and corporate governance.

Tim Hronsky, B.Eng. (Geology), MAusiMM, MSEG

Over twenty year’s
international experience in
mining and exploration

Tim is a geologist with over twenty years international experience in the mineral exploration
and mining industry, including 15 years with Placer Dome Inc. After graduating from the
West Australian School of Mines, Tim began his career in a number of operational roles
before shifting to exploration where he was the Exploration Manager (Asia) for Placer
Dome. Subsequently he undertook a number of corporate roles related to business
improvement, risk management and assurance. More recently, he has been providing
consulting services to a range of clients in the global exploration and mining industry.
Formerly, Tim was a founding director of Emmerson Resources (ASX: ERM) and a nonexecutive director of A1 Minerals Ltd (ASX: AAM).

Marcus Michael, B.Bus., CA
Marcus has broad experience
in a range of industries

	
  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Marcus has been involved with private equity consulting, capital and debt funding and
corporate reconstruction since 1990. He is a Chartered Accountant and Director of Marshall
Michael Pty Ltd, Chartered Accountants located in Perth and Managing Director from 1994
– 2005. He has provided consulting services to public and private entities across a broad
range of industries including mining, engineering, healthcare, retail, and agriculture.
Marcus graduated from Curtin University in 1990 and has been a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants since 1994. Marcus is an Executive Director of Argent Minerals
Limited (ASX: ARD).
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BULLS	
  AND	
  BEARS	
  	
  
The Bulls Say

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  



The East Laverton Project provides a large strategic holding in a proven mineral field with
world class deposits in the district (Tropicana 5 Moz of gold, Granny Smith 4.0 Moz of
gold, Sunrise Dam, 3.8 Moz of gold).



Previous exploration at East Laverton has returned numerous anomalous gold values.
Drill coverage is “light” by modern standards with the majority of historical drill holes less
than 50m in depth.



The extensive ultramafic belt striking for over 60km of strike length has the potential for
another nickel province.



Anomalous nickel values were returned over a period of focussed gold exploration so the
majority of the more prospective nickel targets in the belt remain to be followed up.



The Pine Creek Property is also an excellent address with nearby recent exciting
discoveries (Territory Uranium and Thundelarra) suggesting the district is underexplored
with excellent potential for the discovery of gold, uranium and/or rare earths.



Management have extensive experience in the exploration and development of mineral
projects both with major producers and emerging explorers.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

The Bears Say


The tenement portfolio is large and will require either additional capital raisings or joint
ventures to fully exploit in the medium term.



The tenement portfolio, in particular the East Laverton Project, has many encouraging
geochemical and geophysical leads however is yet to return any potentially economic
intersections.



The Company is heavily exposed to gold and susceptible to adverse changes in market
sentiment, however the exposure to uranium and nickel exploration upside should help to
counterbalance this risk.



Given the early stage nature of the exploration portfolio, the failure to deliver promising
results in the early phases could see sharp declines in the market valuation of the
Company.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

CONCLUSION
RM Research believes that St George Mining has generated a very attractive, albeit early
stage, tenement portfolio with multi-commodity appeal. While the East Laverton Project
represents an outstanding address in a proven gold province, the potential for a new nickel
province cannot be under-estimated given the 60km of underexplored ultramafics that occur
on the property.
Of equal importance is the blend of large company/emerging explorer experience of the board
which has been exposed to early stage exploration through to development activities.
RM Research rates St George Mining as a Speculative Buy.
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RM Research Recommendation Categories
Care has been taken to define the level of risk to return associated with a particular company.
Our recommendation ranking system is as follows:
Buy

Companies with ‘Buy’ recommendations have been cash flow positive for some time and have a moderate to
low risk profile. We expect these to outperform the broader market.

Speculative Buy

We forecast strong earnings growth or value creation that may achieve a return well above that of the
broader market. These companies also carry a higher than normal level of risk.

Hold

A sound well managed company that may achieve market performance or less, perhaps due to an
overvalued share
price, broader sector issues, or internal challenges.
	
  

Sell

Risk is high and upside low or very difficult to determine. We expect a strong underperformance relative to
the market and see better opportunities elsewhere.

Disclaimer / Disclosure
This report was produced by RM Research Pty Ltd, which is a Corporate Aurthorised Representative of RM Corporate Finance Pty Ltd (AFSL 315235). RM Research
received A$7,000 (plus GST) for the compilation and distribution of this research report. RM Research has made every effort to ensure that the information and material
contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the
information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Except to the extent required by law, RM Research does
not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. This report is for information
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of any securities. The securities recommended by RM Research carry no
guarantee with respect to return of capital or the market value of those securities. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be
aware that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested. Neither RM Research nor any of its associates guarantees the repayment of capital.
WARNING: This report is intended to provide general financial product advice only. It has been prepared without having regarded to or taking into account any particular
investor’s objectives, financial situation and/or needs. Accordingly, no recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document
without obtaining specific advice from their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness of the advice, in light of their own objectives, financial
situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice. Where applicable, investors should obtain a copy of and consider the product disclosure statement for that product (if any)
before making any decision.
DISCLOSURE: RM Research and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the investments
referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published. Additionally, RM Research may have, within the previous
twelve months, provided advice or financial services to the companies mentioned in this report. As at the date of this report, the directors, associates, employees,
representatives or Authorised Representatives of RM Research and RM Corporate Finance may hold shares in St George Mining.
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